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Our Brain Balance Test measures
those physical, physiological and
behavior characteristics, which indicate
the comparative performance level of
the 9 Factors that dictate our capabili-
ties and competencies against statistical
norms and requisite “adaptability” skill
sets that indicate Left or Right Hemi-
sphere Cerebral Cortex dominance.
Knowing a person’s Brain Balance can
prevent cramming square pegs into
round holes.

You really have to know “what you are”
before you can decide “who you want
to be” and “how you want to earn a
living”. The choices really are yours. You
— should make them.

The 9 Physiological Factors whose
performance dictates the efficiency of
an iY’s or iXy’s physiological Intellect
that creates their Ambient Intelligence
(Am-IQ) and Mental Acuity are:
1) Are their sensory receptors giving

them good intel?
2) Is their physique and physiology

giving them optimum functionality?
3) Are they fueling their carbon-based

life-form properly?
4) Has their Nurturing optimized their

Nature?

5) Do they have the requisite learning skills to
expand their mental acuity and competitive
competencies?

6) Are their hormonal levels activating the
“right-hemisphere” of their Cerebral Cortex
sufficiently to bring it online?

7) Is their Neuron Axon system functioning
properly? (kinesiology) (aka: Chi)

8) Are they aware of our inherent X :Y gender-
based conflicting attributes, aptitudes, and
perspectives that govern capabilities and
relationships at work or play. Primary Com-
munication Channels: Xs are verbal and
literal. Ys are visual and metaphorical.

9) Are they aware of societal norms which can
affect their options and opportunities?

4IR Prep is a Prospectus for developing
employees, managers and executives who
have the Mental Acuity to successfully compete
in the 4IR–Industry 4.0 Global Marketplace and
staff an effective Cyber Defense Force.

4IR Prep is a DIY–Mentoring Program that
requires Proctors/Mentors with “actual” Can-do
capabilities. Vicarious capabilities (U.S. univer-
sity graduates) are of little value in DIY, student-
driven mentoring. As America’s declining
fortunes and current CyberSpace vulnerability
so testify.

The USA is short 6,392,237 employees, managers, executives and
their enterprises who have the Mental Acuity to successfully compete

in the SciTech A.I. Automation-driven 4IR-Industry 4.0 Global
Marketplace (2012–2048) and staff an effective U.S. Cyber Defense.

U.S. SciTech Workforce and their enterprises needed
to generate a favorable balance of Trade in the
Global Marketplace = 30% of workforce = 7,102,485
(includes staffing an effective Cyber Defense Force).

“Well-paying jobs
with a future will

belong to employees
with Mental Acuity.”


